Urban – Circolombia

CIRQUE EN CHANTIER

Urban is a creation by Circolombia
Creation and artistic direction by Felicity Simpson

FILMED AT Cirque en Chantier,
Boulogne-Billancourt, France
IN October 2012
TV DIRECTOR Jean-Christophe Ponties
RUNNING TIME 1x70’
Urban – Circolombia

ARTISTIC INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION

Urban is a freestyle portrait of a society, incorporating both joy and violence, where dance and music are the safety valves of everyday life. It features the best of the Colombian National circus school Circo Para Todos. Weaving a tapestry of personal stories, of rhythm and groove, this is the soundtrack of life and death itself. A true narrative of the streets of Cali, Urban is based on the lives of the young cast; telling the world what its like in their reality, through their eyes, ears, and voices. Urban is a tale of confrontation and redemption, of gangs and individual freedom, of poetics and cruelty. Infused with live reggaeton and volcanic, wild, but perfectly mastered acrobatics – above all it shows that with passion and dedication you really can touch the stars.

PERFORMERS

Circolombia Troupe:
Joinner Alberto Barreiro Murillo | Jonathan Mauricio Bonilla Muñoz | Humberto Leonardo Palacios | Johann Alembert Gil Zapata | Andres Felipe Romero Pineda | Estivan Quinones Gonzalez | Francisco Javier Hurtado Hurtado | Paola Hernandez Sanchez | Valentina Ramirez Londono | Maritza Melo Zambrano | José Henry Caycedo Casierra | Angel Caycedo Casierra | Wilmar Carabali | Cristian Camilo Dajome | Jose German Ceballes Cruz | Jeferson Murillo Palacios

LANGUAGE

VO Spanish | LANGUAGES ST English, French

PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION COMPANIES Telmondis, Arte France, Circolombia, and the support of the CNC
ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS Antoine Perset – Emma Enjalbert – Denis Morlière
TV DIRECTOR Jean-Christophe Ponties

DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION COMPANY Telmondis Distribution
Tel/Fax: + 33 1 40 74 76 20 / 09 | www.telmondis.fr
VIDEO FORMAT HDCAM, Digibeta 16/9, stereo sound and dolby 5.1

www.telmondis.fr